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Abstract. The existing international standards suggest a methodology to assign a specific functional class to a road, by the values of some features, both geometrical and use-related. Sometimes, these characteristics are in contrast with each other and direct the analyst towards conflicting classes for a road or, worse, one or more of these features vary heterogeneously along the road. In these conditions, the analyst assigns the class that, by his capability and experience, he retains the most appropriate, in a very subjective way. On the contrary, the definition of an automatic procedure assuring an objective identification of the most appropriate functional class for each road would be desirable. Such a solution would be useful, especially when the road belongs to the existing infrastructure network or when it was not realised by out of date standards. The proposed procedure regards the definition of a classification model based on Pattern Recognition techniques, considering 13 input variables that, depending on their assumed value, direct the analyst towards one of the four functional classes defined by the Italian standards. In this way, it is possible to classify a road even when its characteristics are heterogeneous and conflicting. Moreover, the authors analysed the model limitations, in terms of errors and dataset size, considering observation and variable numbers. This 
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approach, representing a beneficial decision support tool for the decision-maker, is exploitable for both planned and existing roads and becomes particularly advantageous for road agencies aiming to optimally allocate their limited funds for specific interventions assuring the achievement of a fixed functional class.
Keywords: functional classification, pattern recognition, road classification, road network.
IntroductionAs known, the vehicular flow mobility has numerous analogies with the blood circulation: the more the transport system is similar to the blood vessel system in the human body, the higher its efficiency level. In the human body, a network of thick vessels start from the hearth and, moving away from it, they become thinner and thinner, to thoroughly and efficiently perfuse all the human organs. Similarly, the same gradation and harmony have to characterise the road networks where the user, through the information provided by the external context, adapt his speed to reach safely and quickly his destination (Charlton & Starkey, 2017; Goto & Nakamura, 2016).On the contrary, perceiving inhomogeneity, mainly when locally concentrated, causes hazards and issues; then,  the road agency has to identify and solve these critical conditions through proper interventions (Anderson & Hernandez, 2017; Friedrich, 2017; Wang, You, & Wang, 2017).Although road classification standards are slightly different among various countries (American Association of State…, 2004; Bosurgi, D’Andrea, & Pellegrino, 2011; Federal Highways Administration, 2004; Friedrich, 2017; Lamm, Psarianos, & Mailaender, 1999; Ministero delle Infrastrutture…, 2001; The British Standards Institution, 2002), it is possible to assess that, generally, it depends on a series of geometrical features and the kind of service offered to users. The offered service is a function of the road movement type (Connection, Collection, Penetration, Local Movement), the movement entity, its function in the crossed context and the admitted traffic components.The problem gets slightly complicated when the various net functional levels (primary – connectors, main – manifolds, secondary, local), to which the examined road is linked, have to correspond to the constructive typologies defined by the standards (Chen, Namdeo, & Bell, 2008; Giummarra, 2003; Jaarsma, 1997; Kaptein & Claessens, 1998; Liu, Yan, & Wang, 2017). In Italy, these typologies are the following six: motorways, main highways, highways, urban highways, urban roads, local roads. Other countries follow similar classifications: in USA and Canada, roads are 
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2019/14(3) divided into Freeways, Arterials, Collector e Local roads; in the United Kingdom they are classified in motorway, primary A-road, non-primary 
A-road, B road, C road, unclassified; in France, autoroutes, route nationale, routes départmentales, routes communales.In any case, the standard methodologies create interpretation difficulties, especially for existing roads or when the external context has been strongly modified from an urbanistic point of view, making the road inappropriate for its novel function. At this regard, some authors focused on re-thinking the existing classification procedures. For example, Liu, Yan, & Wang (2017) evidenced that urban roads classification rules must be extended, avoiding considering only car traffic, as made so far. There is a need, instead, to deeply consider the role of internal city spaces and means of transport, also the alternative ones, such as bikes or public means, generally promoted by the local institutions for their limited environmental impact.In short traits, it is also possible that the values of variables considered by the standards are lower than the reference threshold value for that specific class. Then, in similar scenarios, the analyst has only two options: assign the road to a lower level class or, even, unclassified the road. These choices identify transitional states, preparatory for proper improvement interventions aimed to re-direct the road functionality to the values chosen by the agency (Dickerson, Peirson, & Vickerman, 2000; Forkenbrock & Foster, 1997; Gomes, 2013; Karlaftis & Golias, 2002; Kashani & Mohaymany, 2011; Kockelman, 2001; Nowakowska, 2010; Rodrigues, Ribeiro, & da Silva Nogueira, 2015).Where the functional class assignment task is more complicated than usual, extension and significance of the geometrical, functional, or constructive features conflicting with standards must be evaluated. It is strongly suggested to complete such an analysis through objective procedures, avoiding relying on a subjective decision, even when performed by an expert. Then, the methods for inspections and the consequent subjective estimation must be replaced by instrumental investigations able to organise a sufficiently automatized analytical model (Rodrigues, Ribeiro, & da Silva Nogueira, 2015; Wang, You, & Wang, 2017). For instance, surveys performed with high-speed and high-performance techniques (Wang, Yang, Zhang, Wang, Cao, & Eklund,  2016) have very high sampling frequency, with sufficiently reduced computational costs, but they usually have the drawback of providing large quantities of data, complex to handle using traditional analyses. Therefore, it is strategical not only to recognize redundant or useless data for the fixed scope, to choose an acceptable sampling frequency for the final information quality level – avoiding useless and critical increase in the dataset 
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size - but also, above all, to identify the most appropriate techniques to extract the desired outputs (D’Andrea & Pellegrino, 2012; D’Andrea, Cappadona, La Rosa, & Pellegrino, 2014; Kuehnle & Burghout, 1998; 
Mena, 2003; Paclık, Novovičová, Pudil, & Somol, 2000; Pellegrino, 2011; Praticò & Giunta, 2011; Sohn & Lee, 2003). This brief literature review evidences some issues that this research aims to solve: • high dependence of the road functional classification procedures proposed by the standards on the subjective decision of the analyst; • difficult evaluation for the existing roads, especially where the external context evolved from an urbanistic perspective; • the relative complexity of the proposed theoretical models aiming to automatize the classification procedures, which become too complicated to be handled by the technical personnel in the public offices.The proposal of the authors, thus, regards the definition of an analytical procedure to solve these issues. The paper describes the organisation of a model for automatic identification of road segment functional class, based on several features, particularly significant for the road standards, related to the road context.
1. MethodologyThe idea is to define a model able to judge any possible scenario, and it requires an appropriate training phase, in which the analyst “teaches” the classification behaviour suggested by the standards. The goal of the methodology is then an automatic identification and classification of various “objects” or observations, related to specific road segments, in some classes (already known), by some features or variables. For the mathematical model definition, some initial hypotheses – like the a priori knowledge of the output classes suggested by the standards and the assignment of novel observations in one of the previously defined classes (classification problem) – led the authors to adopt Pattern Recognition (PR) techniques, able to identify common behaviours in highly chaotic dataset.In general, the available analytical procedures are divided into four main technique groups: • Template Matching; • Statistical Classification; • Syntactic or Structural Matching; • Artificial Intelligence.
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2019/14(3) In this study, the authors considered the second group (statistical classification), in which the model is built on a data set, including all the considered features (input variables). The methodology tends to identify objects (or observations) belonging to different classes since it is possible to consider them mathematically separated in a multidimensional space. An appropriate training and learning phase teaches the model how to group the available observations, in a supervised approach. Then, the model attempts to generalise the classification learned and assigns novel observations to the available classes.Cluster analysis and soft computing techniques (neural networks, fuzzy logic)  are generally considered as further alternatives for solving this kind of problem (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009). However, the cluster analysis, both in the hard and fuzzy versions, is an unsupervised technique and, thus, it is ineffective to build a predictive model. The artificial intelligence methods, on the contrary, have this capability, but they need huge datasets (more and more than the number considered in this study) and, also, they determine higher computational costs for the elaborations. Moreover, their operative philosophy is similar to black-box models, in which input-output relationships remain hidden and unexplained, although it is possible to validate the final quality (Bosurgi, Pellegrino, & Sollazzo, 2019; Sollazzo, Fwa, & Bosurgi, 2017).By these motivations, in this paper, the authors considered Linear Discriminant Analyses (LDA and Fisher) and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA). In the following, for length reasons, some technical notices regarding only the linear analyses techniques will be provided, since they will assure the best performance (as described in the Results section). Moreover, the QDA methodology is very similar and relies on common analogous hypotheses, except for the shape of the discriminant function that, in this case, becomes of a superior order.Regarding the training dataset, it has been built considering ideal observations concerning a significant part of possible scenarios identifiable in a road environment. The Italian standards, similarly to other international regulations, requires the knowledge of particular variables and indicates specific ranges for assigning the road to different functional classes. Then, the proposed model was trained using theoretical values extracted from the standards, for defining numerous possible ideal scenarios characterised by homogeneous data from different categories which identify a specific class. Then, the training dataset includes 160 observations with 13 input variables, with values limited by the thresholds fixed by the Italian road standards (Ministero delle Infrastrutture…, 2001), varying with the related functional class and covering almost the entire problem analytical domain.
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In this way, the model is trained to identify the examined road class in the ideal conditions defined by the standards. Such a model, defined on these examples, will be able to analyse novel real observations in which the functional class is unknown and allocate them to the 
most appropriate group (Duin & Pękalska, 2012; Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009; Huang & Guan, 2015; Jain, Duin, & Mao, 2000; Ravi, Reddy, & Zimmermann, 2000; Shanahan, Thomas, Mirmehdi, Martin, Campbell, & Baldwin, 2000).This study focuses only on rural roads and, thus, the considered functional classes are the following four:
A − primary roads;
B − connectors, main roads;
C − manifolds, secondary roads;
D − local roads.Since the values of the input variables are included in intervals of various sizes, the authors applied a standardisation by dividing them by their standard deviations. In this way, all the variables will have similar weight in the study, avoiding single variable prevalence due to its higher absolute value.
2. A brief note about the Linear Discriminant 
Analysis (LDA)
In the case of the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), the separation of the detected observations (or objects) is obtained with straight lines in a two-dimensional space, planes in a 3D space or, moreover, hyperplanes in an nD space (where n is the number of input variables).In general, it is possible to say that all the surveyed observations, reported in a data set X of [m × n] dimension (where m is the number of features and n is the number of objects), will be assigned to the C classes representing, in this case, different functional classes. Therefore, Ni objects {x1, x2, …, xNi } belonging to the class ωi are obtained. Then, the purpose is to project the objects belonging in X on a C−1 dimension hyperplane called Y, where it is more convenient to perceive the separation among the classes.For example, in the simplest case where C = 2, the m-dimension data set will have a number of N1 samples belonging to ω1 and N2 belonging to 
ω2. Thus, the goal is to get an y scaling for projecting the x observations on an opportune straight line (Eq. (1)): y = w T x, (1)
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The following procedure will be applied to obtain the axis which guarantees the best separability among the classes.First, it is necessary to identify some indices measuring the class separation, as the mean vectors in x and y (Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)):
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The distance between projected averages (like being the distance between centroids), calculated through Eq. (6), represents an acceptable criterion for the final decision: J w w w wT T T( ) ( ) 1 2 1 2 1 2 . (6)However, in this way, there will be no knowledge about dispersion within the classes. For this reason, Fisher (1936) introduced into the above-mentioned objective function J(w) normalization on a measure representative of this dispersion, called scatter. Si2 represents in such a 
way the variability within the class ωi after projecting it along the new axis y, as in Eq. (7):  S yi i
y i
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The sum  S S12 22+  corresponds to the variability into the two classes after the projection on the new y-axis, and the analyst aims to find the 
w Tx linear function that maximises the function J(w), reported in Eq. (8): J w
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In conclusion, in the ideal representation on the new axis, the observations belonging to the same class are very close to each other and, at the same time, the averages of the different classes are as far as possible. It is necessary to express J(w) as an explicit function of w to find the function maximum. Then, it is possible to define a scatter in the multivariate space x, like Eq. (9) and Eq. (10): S y xi i i T
x i
( )( ) ,x  (9)
 S S SW  1 2 , (10)where Si is the covariance matrix of the ωi class and Sw is the within-class scatter matrix.The scatter of the projection on y, expressed as a function of the scatter matrix in the x space, is expressed through Eq. (11)and Eq. (12):
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where Sw is the scatter matrix referred to the class projected on the 
y-axis.Similarly, it is possible to derive the differences among averages projected in the y-axis in terms of averages in the original x space, as reported in Eq. (13):
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where J(w) is a measure of the difference among the considered classes means, normalised by the value of the within-class scatter matrix.
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1 0( ) . (15)By solving the eigenvalue problem, it derives Eq. (16): S S w ww B 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where l = J(w) is a scalar.The so-called linear discriminant gives the optimal solution, reported in Eq. (17):
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Whether the classes are more than 2 (for example C), there will be 
C−1 projection vectors wi (instead of the only y) but the procedure will be the same.As usual for an analytical procedure, some limitations and restrictive hypotheses exist: the discriminant analysis provides results strictly related to the input data, then the higher the variable discriminant power, the greater its influence on the final result, despite the unremarkable conceptual importance. Furthermore, modifications in the number and type of variables (including or removing some variables) will substantially change the decisional space. However, these drawbacks do not cause relevant errors in the model response, and this will be widely proved in the Result section.
3. ResultsAlthough it is possible to adapt this procedure to every international road standard easily, the author performed a numerical examination by the Italian Standard requirements. Shortly, the road functional class depends on some features (or variables) listed in Table 1 with the reference value for the four considered functional classes (A, B, C, and F).Referring to Table 1, the authors defined a reference dataset, including 160 records, equally distributed for the four functional classes. In detail, the first 40 records provide values of the 13 variables included in the admittible ranges of the A functional class. The second 40 records identify the functional class B, and so on for classes C and F. In Table 2, a short extract of this dataset (only 15 records), used in the numerical tests for both training and testing the model, is presented. Some lexical 
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Table 1. Variables or features considered by the Italian road 
standards* for road classification
Features Variable Class A Class B Class C Class F
1 Net function Statewide Regional Provincial Municipal
2 Movement type Connector Collector Penetration Local
3 Capacity, vph 3600−7200 1800−3600 1200−1800 400−1200
4 Design Speed, km/h 90−140 70−120 60−100 40−100
5
V85 - Operating Speed, 
km/h
115−135 95−115 80−95 60−80
6 Radius – Minimum, m 339 178 118 45
7 Lane Minimum Width, m 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.50
8
Traffic Island  
Minimum Width, m
2.60 2.50 0.00 0.00
9
Left Shoulder –  
Minimum Width,  m
0.70 0.50 0.00 0.00
10
Right Shoulder −  
Minimum Width, m
2.50 1.75 1.50 1.00
11
Light Vehicle Flow,  
vph
1100 1000 600 450
12 Traffic Components Restrict Restrict All eligible All eligible
13 Access Not allowable Not allowable Allowable Allowable
Note: *Ministero delle Infrastrutture… (2001)
Table 2. Example of the ideal training dataset
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Class
4 4 7200 140 135 2200 4.5 3.0 1.6 3.4 1190 1 1 A
4 4 4367 119 120 1101 4.2 2.9 1.2 2.6 1141 1 1 A
4 4 5005 95 124 1416 4.2 2.9 1.3 2.8 1134 1 1 A
4 4 6331 126 134 1595 4.3 2.7 1.0 2.8 1117 1 1 A
4 4 5433 121 128 725 4.2 2.9 0.8 3.4 1159 1 1 A
4 4 5462 135 116 1081 3.9 2.8 0.8 2.7 1113 1 1 A
4 4 6508 99 127 1208 4.4 2.7 1.1 2.8 1179 1 1 A
4 4 4678 118 129 629 4.1 2.8 0.8 2.9 1153 1 1 A
4 4 4642 92 126 1612 4.5 2.9 1.1 3.0 1128 1 1 A
4 4 6944 114 134 1251 4.2 2.9 0.8 2.8 1147 1 1 A
4 4 3944 130 128 821 3.8 2.7 1.0 3.0 1123 1 1 A
4 4 5551 124 132 1681 4.1 2.9 1.4 3.1 1103 1 1 A
4 4 5458 103 134 2137 4.4 2.6 1.3 2.9 1180 1 1 A
4 4 5907 125 133 365 4.3 2.7 1.4 2.7 1116 1 1 A
4 4 6470 101 121 1749 4.2 3.0 1.0 2.9 1166 1 1 A
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Table 3. Dataset measured for the analysed existing road
Feature
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1 2 1200 73 67 200 4.35 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1
1 2 1200 100 80 700 3.07 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 76 73 220 3.07 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 51 53 80 3.25 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 100 80 500 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1
1 2 1200 100 86 800 4.19 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1
1 2 1200 92 72 350 3.26 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 45 56 60 3.07 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 46 52 62 3.07 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 58 72 110 3.59 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1
1 2 1200 40 49 45 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1
1 2 1200 51 58 80 3.79 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 45 57 60 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1
1 2 1200 37 48 37 4.50 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 45 57 60 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1
1 2 1200 37 50 38 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1
1 2 1200 44 48 55 3.58 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 40 53 45 3.76 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 56 57 100 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1
1 2 1200 62 68 130 4.76 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1
1 2 1200 66 73 150 3.77 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1
1 2 1200 73 71 200 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 8 0 1
1 2 1200 100 94 1000 5.30 0.50 0.30 1.25 8 0 1
1 2 1200 73 68 200 3.82 0.50 0.30 1.25 8 0 1
variables have been transformed into numbers to enter only values in a numerical format. For example, for Movement Type, Local = 1, Penetration = 2, Collector = 3, Connector = 4, and other.In addition to this dataset, the analysis focused on an existing road. In particular, the authors considered a rural road segment, in the city area of Messina (Italy), 11 km long. Along this road, the values of the 13 reference variables have been measured in 24 sections, representing homogeneous segments along the road (in terms of geometrical and traffic features, by the involved variables). Table 3 provides these values: it is interesting to notice how the output column is absent in Table 3 (it was, on the contrary, 
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present in the previous table), since the model has to identify the most appropriate functional class and assign each section to it.A graphical representation of the dataset in a multidimensional space is impractical. However, it is useful to plot data in two-dimensional charts alternatively, to appreciate their disposition in the analysis space. For example, Figure 1 provides the reference dataset represented in a 2D chart in terms of Desing Speed (Vd, vpd) and Capacity.Although for length motivation, only LDA has been described in the Methodology section, other methods have been applied. Indeed, QDA and Fisher’s analysis have also been considered in numerical applications to identify the most effective approach. Error evaluation is used for model validation and for comparing different approaches. The errors are related to the number of erroneous classification in the testing dataset (part of the 160 record dataset), the correct classification of which was already known. It is possible to compute two different errors: the apparent and the real error. The apparent error is calculated on the training record set, while the real error is computed on the testing one. Generally, the apparent error is more optimistic than the real. However, their comparison generally represents an indirect measure of overtraining, consisting of a model adaptation to the training data only and an inability to novel external records. The entire dataset division in the training and testing parts has been performed with the common cross-validation technique. In practice, the authors divided the starting dataset (160 records) into ten groups (16 records for each group), repeating the classifier modelling procedure 
Figure 1. Training dataset in a 2D space (Design Speed vs Capacity)
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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Table 4. Percentage of unclassified records for the three techniques
Linear Discriminant 
Analysis
Quadratic Discriminant 
Analysis Fisher
1.25% 6.25% 1.25%
ten times. For each repetition, 9 of the ten groups have been adopted for training, leaving the other group for testing. After the completion of the ten tests, the average errors have been calculated. Results have shown how LDA provided better behaviour in terms of both classification errors (Table 4 and Figure 3) and computational costs.In Figure 2a, the linear discriminant segments are shown in the same chart previously provided in Figure 1. It is also interesting to consider other variable couples to observe data from different perspectives and understand the global classification quality reached by the method 
(Figures 2b−2d), proved by the error number.A very relevant element in such a kind of analysis is the dataset size. The authors evaluated the classification error as a function of the training dataset size to verify the procedure effectiveness. Figures 3a and 3b provide the trend of real and apparent error, depending on the number of observations, respectively. It is interesting to notice that the errors tend to an asymptote (near to 0). Fisher performance is not reported in Figure 3b, as it almost matches the LDA trend, except for the final values not tending to an asymptote. Finally, the acceptability of the adopted input variable number has been tested. In this particular case, the feature number is fixed because the standards explicitly indicate them. However, it is possible to evaluate if this number is too large for this approach, also as a function of the dataset size, quite limited in this case. This processing determines the errors by the number of features, continuously increasing the number of involved variables using a predefined order. When the dataset disposition is changed (for example, by exchanging two or more columns between them), the result also changes slightly. To make this analysis useful, the authors considered the configuration shown in Table 1 and other possible random configurations of the same variables. In detail, three different configurations (by varying the feature position) of the dataset have been tested. However, results show similar behaviour of the model in the different configurations (Figure 4).Finally, the classifier results for the 24 observations related to the analysed existing road are reported in Table 5 concerning the LDA method.
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Figure 2. The training dataset is shown in several 2D spaces with the Linear 
Discriminant Analysis segments
a) Design Speed vs Capacity b) Capacity vs Movement Type
c) Traffic Island Width vs Lane Width d) Minimum Radius vs Operating Speed
0.0 0.00.1 0.10.2 0.20.3 0.30.4 0.40.5 0.50.6 0.60.7 0.70.8 0.80.9 0.91.0 1.0
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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b) apparent errors
Figure 3. Learning curves, representing the performance of the classifiers  
for different dataset sizes
a) real errors
4. DiscussionTo define an objective road classifier, the authors applied PR techniques, owing to their characteristics: • reliable results also considering reduced databases; • possibility to define a model including several input variables with very different existence ranges;
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Figure 4. Feature curves, representing the trend of the errors when the 
feature number increases
a) configuration No. 1
b) configuration No. 2
c) configuration No. 3
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Table 5. Prediction of the functional class for the 24 observations 
by the Linear Discriminant Analysis methodology
O
bs
s.
 ID
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Pr
ed
ic
te
d 
C
la
ss
OBS1 1 2 1200 73 67 200 4.35 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1 F
OBS2 1 2 1200 100 80 700 3.07 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS3 1 2 1200 76 73 220 3.07 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS4 1 2 1200 51 53 80 3.25 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS5 1 2 1200 100 80 500 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1 F
OBS6 1 2 1200 100 85.7 800 4.19 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1 F
OBS7 1 2 1200 92 72 350 3.26 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS8 1 2 1200 45 56 60 3.07 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS9 1 2 1200 46 52 62 3.07 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS10 1 2 1200 58 72 110 3.59 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1 F
OBS11 1 2 1200 40 49 45 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1 F
OBS12 1 2 1200 51 58 80 3.79 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS13 1 2 1200 45 57 60 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1 F
OBS14 1 2 1200 37 48 37 4.50 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS15 1 2 1200 45 57 60 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1 F
OBS16 1 2 1200 37 50 38 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1 F
OBS17 1 2 1200 44 48 55 3.58 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS18 1 2 1200 40 53 45 3.76 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS19 1 2 1200 56 57 100 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1 F
OBS20 1 2 1200 62 68 130 4.76 0.50 0.30 1.25 11 0 1 F
OBS21 1 2 1200 66 73 150 3.77 0.36 0.00 1.00 11 0 1 F
OBS22 1 2 1200 73 71 200 3.25 0.50 0.30 1.25 8 0 1 F
OBS23 1 2 1200 100 94 1000 5.30 0.50 0.30 1.25 8 0 1 F
OBS24 1 2 1200 73 68 200 3.82 0.50 0.30 1.25 8 0 1 F
 • the output provided in classes; • supervised methodologies, also useful for forecasting analyses; • error estimation as a function of dataset size in terms of observations and features numbers.
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In this case, the authors selected the discriminant analysis, because of its application simplicity, aiming to reduce complications for the technical personnel that manage roads, generally lacking in a significant scientific background. In the numerical applications, three similar discriminant analyses have been tested for identifying the most appropriate one, since, despite their similarities, the methods provide slightly different performance. The numerical outcomes reported in Table 4 (classification errors) and, mainly, in Figure 3 prove that LDA represents the best methodology in this application, but the total error percentage is limited for all the tested methods. This behaviour is likely related to the specific characteristics of the training database, appropriately defined using clear and correct ideal observations univocally related to one of the classes. In truth, the classification accuracy increases whether all the possible feature combinations are defined, but this solution is expensive from a computational point of view. Moreover, also the adoption of a more advanced discriminant method than the linear one in some conditions determines improvements in the output precision. However, the authors aimed to define a simple analytical approach with a reduced record number for the training dataset and the proposed architecture assured remarkable reliability.A graphical examination further proves the remarkable quality level reached through the LDA (Figure 2). Although the various charts of Figure 2 represent only a partial point of view in terms of the model efficiency – because only a few cases are reported and results are shown 
in 2D charts − they are helpful to evidence the substantial correctness of the linear classifier and how the various classes are separated in the different dimensions. For instance, by comparing Figures 1 and 2a (referred to the same dimensional space), it is possible to notice that, also from a qualitative perspective, the result is satisfactory and remarkable, despite some residual incorrectly classified observations (for instance, 3 for class A, 5 for class B).The proposed procedure aims to solve a problem which is strongly constrained from an analytical point of view. For a rural road, the possible classes are only 4, and the input variables identified by the Italian standards (and considered by most of the international ones) are fixed in number and typology. Consequently, any possible calibration and refinement of the model have to avoid the determination of different formal configurations, obtained by reducing the input number or the output groups. However, the learning and feature curves have been examined to verify the acceptability of the model architecture and, thus, the approach applicability. In particular, it has been investigated whether 13 input variables are too many for a reduced dataset including 
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2019/14(3) 160 records only, determining solutions less accurate than those provided by models based on considerably fewer features. The numerical result, in this case too, was positive. Figures 3a and 3b show that the error level is sharply reduced for datasets including more than 50 observations, at least for LDA. Beyond this threshold, the error tends to an asymptote near to zero. Therefore, the 160 observations are widely sufficient to maintain errors below a significant value. The same Figures show that QDA needs a larger record dataset to provide equally acceptable results, confirming the decision to rely on more straightforward methodology, as LDA.Moreover, considering the adopted database, QDA is affected by a remarkable difference between the apparent and the real errors. This condition evidences a relevant overfitting risk: the model properly fits the training data but, when adopted to classify novel observations, it assures unsatisfactory performance.
Figures 4a−4c provide the feature curves, i.e. the error value for different feature numbers. The numerical outcomes, in this case, depend on the number of features, but also on their order. Then, the 
authors tested three different configurations – in terms of the order − for higher reliability. For a fixed feature sequence, different model architectures are defined, by considering the fixed features one by one, passing from a single-variable model to a 13-features model. Then, for each architecture, the classification error is computed. Configuration 1 represents features as listed in Table 1, while their order was randomly changed in configurations 2 and 3. The similarities shown in these Figures in terms of error trend allow result generalisation: more than four values are enough for the considered dataset sizes and determine limited errors; on the contrary, fewer features cause a significant reduction in the model accuracy. When 13 features are considered, the error level is almost equal to zero, for at least 100 observations and all the analysed configurations.Finally, the examination of the real road test is relevant to further prove the approach effectiveness. The previously defined LDA model classified the 24 observations reported in Table 5 in the functional class F. As previously said, the proposed approach seems to be particularly helpful to the analyst when the final classification is relatively complex, due to contrasting feature values and this test further confirmed this aspect. In Table 5, the values conflicting with the class F ranges suggested by the standards are evidenced in bold on grey background. In detail, all the observations have out-of-range values for “Movement Type” (“penetration” instead of “local”) and “Access” (no access surveyed). In general, as only two features drive the classification towards a different class (in this case superior), the LDA classifier neglected this deviation and assigned the road sections to the 
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class F. It is worthy of underlining that these values are ameliorative for class F and do not require the definition of corrective activities on the field or non-classification decisions. Concerning other particular cases, it is possible to evidence: • feature 5 (V85) slightly overpasses twice the related limit values; • for feature 6 (minimum radius), 11 of 24 observations show higher values than thresholds; • feature 7 (lane – minimum width) values are beyond standard limits in two cases.Again, in this case, all the features assume ameliorative values for class F, but their number and entity are so reduced to have minimal influence on the final decision to justify the transition to the upper class. The most critical scenario regards observations 23, in which 5 of the 13 features are out of bounds: the authors believe the LDA classifier “decided” correctly in this questionable case also.
ConclusionsIn this paper, the authors proposed the application of an analytical methodology for functional road classification. The classification approach shows remarkable advantages: • it is independent of the subjective judgment of the analyst; • it applies to existing roads also; • the methodology is based on simple analytical tools, that also technical personnel with a limited scientific background is able to manage.It is known that international standards base this task on the knowledge of some reference variables, conditioning the outcome. Mainly for existing roads, due to constructive and utilisation inhomogeneities, these variables sometimes drive the classification towards different functional classes, making the assignment complicated. Moreover, these variables often vary suddenly along the road in particular segments. Then, there is a need to identify a methodology measuring these inhomogeneities and to support the analyst in classifying roads beyond ideal standard conditions. Since this method assigns a road (or its segments) to the most appropriate class by the variable deviations from the ideal conditions, the analyst is supported in the identification of the possible modifications to require to the road agency for bringing it back to the expected class. Naturally, this procedure has to be only considered as a straightforward and quick data-based support tool, representing a significant help for the decision-maker, but not his replacement.
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2019/14(3) In the present version, this approach simplifies the decisional phase by mimic traditional considerations of the analysts and extend the derived applications to similar scenarios. In future developments, it would be interesting to evolve the artificial intelligence core of such a methodology, increasing the methodology analysis possibility for dealing with some critical aspects, like reducing subjective influence in the selection of some variable values or introducing external and more complicated factors (for instance, consider evaluation of “net function” feature). Among the future developments of this research, it will also be necessary to investigate other road typologies.
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